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Reference Checking
Go to:

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/

In the PubMed search box, enter the seven or eight digit 
number, by itself, at the end of each reference in this 
presentation. This is the PubMed Identifier (PMID) 
number

Then click on “Search” and you will go directly to the 
Abstract of that article, or for a few articles, you will 
have access to the full article. If there is no PMID 
number, it is not available on PubMed.



Ascorbazone:
Basic Concepts

Combining ascorbate (vitamin C) and powerful pro-
oxidant therapies (ozone blood treatment and 
ultraviolet blood irradiation) provides a synergistic 
therapeutic effect not realized with other known 
standard clinical protocols.

Ascorbazone strives to give the patient their best chance 
at a resolution of their infectious/toxic conditions.

Economically and practically, ascorbazone should be 
reserved for patients refractory to simpler protocols, 
such as stand-alone vitamin C, stand-alone ozone/UBI 
therapies, and/or even antibiotic-based therapies.



Ascorbazone:
Basic Concepts

Ascorbazone therapy aims to:
1. Achieve prolonged vitamin C saturation of all accessible 

tissues in the body to as high a degree as possible, and to 
maintain this saturation as effectively as possible during 
the intensive phase of the treatment protocol

2. To utilize the most effective ozone concentrations and 
forms of its application to kill all pathogen foci, 
including occult foci. Ultraviolet blood irradiation 
furthers this goal of ozone therapy.

3. Optimize the body’s ability to resolve infection (immune 
status, hormone status, ongoing toxin exposures, etc.)



Ascorbate
Monotherapy

Ascorbate (vitamin C) as a properly applied monotherapy, will:
1. Neutralize all toxins and/or reverse their toxic impact on the 

tissues (oxidation); vitamin C is the ultimate antitoxin.
2. Help normalize the redox balance inside and outside of cells
3. Serve as a agent for healthy reconstruction of damaged 

(oxidized) tissues
4. Support/strengthen the immune system in at least 20 different 

ways
5. Serve to help clinically resolve all acute viral syndromes and 

most bacterial and other infections
6. Promote excretion/chelation of toxins and toxic metabolic 

byproducts (maintaining reduced intracellular glutathione)
7. Protect healthy tissue from new infectious/toxic/oxidative 

challenges



Ozone
Monotherapy

Ozone, as a properly applied monotherapy, will:
1. Kill viruses, bacteria, and fungi, destroying cell 

membranes. In this capacity, ozone is more potent than 
ascorbate and is the ultimate anti-pathogen

2. Disrupt and dissolve biofilms (“pathogen 
condominiums”), which can confer resistance to 
otherwise effective anti-pathogen treatments. When the 
pathogen-derived structural matrix is broken down, the 
pathogens succumb readily. In this capacity, ozone is 
more potent than ascorbate.



Ozone
Monotherapy

Ozone is very reactive and immediately reacts in the 
blood to form peroxides after reacting with lipids and 
amino acids. Collectively referred to ozonides, a 
sizeable number of different molecules result from this 
reaction.

These ozonides, by mechanisms unclear, are capable of 
strong pro-oxidant action against pathogens, while 
remaining harmless to normal cells and tissues. At 
least part of the reason is that pathogens have little 
antioxidant capacity in their membranes, whereas 
normal cells have a strong antioxidant presence, and 
the pro-oxidant effect of the ozonides is blocked.



Ozone
and the Oral Cavity

Very many diseases get their foothold from oral cavity infections. The 
nasopharyngeal mucosa can chronically colonize many different 
pathogenic flora in many individuals without the manifestations of 
acute infection. Periodic elimination of this pathogenic flora can 
contribute greatly to both minimizing chronic disease impact, as well as 
to preventing many diseases that have their start in the oral cavity. 

This is very effectively addressed by Nasal Insufflation Therapy, with ½ 
liter per minute of ozone bubbled through olive oil (essential) to deliver 
ozonides to the sinuses, mucosa, bronchi, and lungs, done at about 20 to 
25 gamma/cc for 30 minutes at a time through a nasal cannula.

This can also very effectively eradicate a cold or flu when symptoms 
(rhinitis, cough, sore throat, malaise) first appear. Later in the course, it 
will help enormously but not complete eradicate the clinical viral 
syndrome.



Ozone
and the Oral Cavity

The tonsils, even when they appear normal on 
examination, are very often the source of focal 
infection that greatly impacts the general health.

Typically, when someone has (or had) root canal-treated 
teeth and any other chronically infected teeth, 
asymptomatic or otherwise, the draining tonsil 
becomes chronically infected and remains chronically 
infected.



Ozone
and the Oral Cavity

In the 1950s when very few root canals were being done, 
relative to today, Dr. Josef Issels found that 98% of his 
adult advanced cancer patients had, in Issels’ words, 
“between two and ten dead teeth.” Dr. Issels
categorized a root canal as a dead tooth. [Issels (2005) 
Cancer: A Second Opinion, Garden City Park, NY: 
Square One Publishers, Inc.] Issels always extracted 
these teeth first, and his cancer survival rates were 
quite phenomenal.



Ozone
and the Oral Cavity

The root canal and other infected teeth “trash” the tonsils.
Tonsils “manage” dental infections, but chronic infections 

like root canals overwhelm the tonsil, especially the 
ipsilateral one, and it morphs from an infection “manager” 
to a site of chronic infection than remains unresolved until 
surgically removed. Quite often, such infected tonsils 
continue to inflict a significant degree of chronic toxicity 
indefinitely after the root canal(s) or other infected teeth are 
gone, harboring many of the pathogens previously 
contained in the root canal (or the infected gums). Issels
routinely removed the tonsils in his cancer patients, and 
he commented that nearly all of them were abscessed 
and chronically infected, even when appearing normal
on examination.



Ozone
and the Oral Cavity

There is little doubt that anyone is better off when infected 
tonsils are removed. Adult tonsillectomy is very traumatic, 
however.

However, it now appears that simple direct tonsillar injections 
with ozone can result in significant healing of even frankly 
abscessed tonsils. 

Ascorbazone treatment can be further augmented by injecting 
the tonsils directly with ozone, 1 to 2 cc of 6 to 20 gamma 
concentration, using a 3 cc syringe and a 1 inch 30 gauge 
needle, preferably three times during the 10 to 14 day 
treatment period, along with 2 or 3 nasal insufflation
treatments.



Ascorbazone
Mechanisms

Somewhat ironically, ozone has been in use 
therapeutically about twice as long as vitamin C, but 
the powerful anti-pathogen properties of ozone remain 
to be completely explained and rationalized. The 
mechanisms of vitamin C, as an anti-pathogen, as an 
antitoxin, and as an essential factor in redox chemistry 
throughout the body, have been much better researched 
and established.

Nevertheless, the clinical efficacy and safety of both 
modalities has withstood the test of time, and both 
have been successfully administered in many different 
forms to many millions of patients now.



Ascorbazone:
Basic Concepts

Combining ascorbate and ozone/pro-oxidant therapies is also 
synergistic due to the fact that any chronic infection or 
other chronic disease always induces some degree of 
vitamin C depletion, often severe, throughout the body. 
Even when an infection is completely curable via ozone, 
adding ascorbate accelerates the rate of clinical 
improvement to the point of complete recovery, as 
ascorbate is essential to the health of all cells, and it is vital 
in repairing and reconstructing tissues damaged by the 
infection or disease. Restoring vitamin C levels to normal 
also facilitates the needed detoxification processes from the 
oxidative/toxic damage inflicted by the infection.



Ascorbazone Protocol
No protocol should ever be absolute and rigid, but should 

always be immediately modifiable depending upon clinical 
response. No two patients are alike, and no two patients 
respond to any intervention identically.

The Ascorbazone Protocol at the Riordan Clinic incorporates 
the concept of the Multi-C Protocol to achieve ascorbate
saturation and Mop-Up IVC to minimize patient discomfort 
during the intensive treatment period, while optimizing the 
likelihood of long-term compliance with the complete 
protocol. When detoxification and/or pathogen kill-off is 
brisk and not properly addressed, the patient not only will 
be less compliant, but significant immune system 
compromise can lessen the chances of an optimal long-term 
outcome.



Ascorbazone Protocol
Intravenous phase:

Day #1 (AM)
15 grams VC with 400 mg MgCl over 45 minutes, 2/3 of the infusion 
fast and 1/3 slow (a built-in Mop-Up IVC approach). This is followed 
with 2 grams of glutathione in 10 cc as an IV push.

Day #2 (AM) Pro-oxidant therapy, followed by IVC in PM
Draw blood (45 to 50 cc) to be ozonated and irradiated into NS; add 60 
cc of 45 gamma concentration ozone, allow mixing, and proceed with 
ultraviolet irradiation, then reinfuse, followed by a 1 gram glutathione 
in 5 cc as an IV push.

Day #2 (PM)
25 grams IVC over 60 minutes with 800 mg MgCl, 2/3 fast, 1/3 slow, 
followed by 1 gram glutathione in 5 cc IV push



Ascorbazone Protocol
Day #3 AM—Same 
Day #3 PM

50 grams of VC with 1 gram of MgCl over 120 
minutes, 2/3 fast, 1/3 slow, followed by 1 gram 
glutathione in 5 cc IV push

Day #4—Same as Day #3
Day #5 AM—Same
Day #5 PM

75 grams of VC with 1.4 grams of MgCl over 150 
minutes, 2/3 fast, 1/3 slow, followed by 1 gram 
glutathione in 5 cc IV push 



Ascorbazone Protocol

Days #6 through 10
AM—Same 
PM—100 grams of VC with 1.4 grams of MgCl over 

180 minutes, 2/3 fast and 1/3 slow, followed by 1 gram 
glutathione in 5 cc IV push



Ascorbazone Protocol
Oral Phase:
1. Liposome-encapsulated vitamin C, 2 packets twice daily
2. Liposome-encapsulated glutathione, 1 packet twice daily
Best if #1 and #2 aspects of the protocol are initiated a week 

or more before the patient arrives at the clinic
3. Sodium ascorbate powder (if tolerated without diarrhea)

Day #1—one rounded teaspoon
Day #2—one rounded teaspoon twice a day
Day #3—two rounded teaspoons twice a day

Maintain these doses indefinitely if well tolerated



Ascorbazone Protocol
Oral Phase:
4. Ascorbyl palmitate, 500 mg capsules, 2 capsules twice 

a day
5. Magnesium glycinate, 100 to 200 mg capsules, one 

capsule twice a day
6. Super K (LEF), 1 gelcap twice a day
7. Vitamin D3, 5,000 units, one gelcap a day (to later be 

adjusted up or down by blood levels)
8. Zinc picolinate capsules 50 mg, one capsule daily
9. Upon review with doctor, patient may initiate or 

continue with whatever other supplements are desired



Ascorbazone Protocol
Although hormone balance cannot be adequately addressed 

during a 10- to 14-day treatment period, it is vital that the 
initial steps are taken to eventually assure thyroid balance 
in both men and women, testosterone balance in men, and 
estrogen balance in women. All three of these hormones 
play vital roles in whether infections get traction and take 
hold in the body, especially thyroid. Thyroid balance, for 
example, gives a large amount of protection against focal 
dental infections getting effectively seeded into the 
coronary arteries (the cause for nearly all coronary heart 
disease). And all three hormones play vital roles in dealing 
with calcium excess in the body and decreasing all-cause 
mortality.



Ascorbazone Protocol
Controversy continues over whether there should be an age 

limit beyond which hormone replacement therapy should 
not be pursued. 

Only vigorous hormone replacement should be avoided in the 
elderly. As testosterone, estrogen, and thyroid hormones get 
very low, metabolic syndrome parameters become 
manifest, and the chances of heart attack and cancer go up 
astronomically.

Just be sure that hormone replacement is low, slow, and as 
bioidentical as possible, and the target levels for the sex 
hormones should be low normal to no more than mid-
range normal. And never initiate hormone replacement 
until the levels are fully below the range of normal.



Lyme and Vitamin C



Lyme and Vitamin C



Lyme and Vitamin C

This “approach” to treating Lyme with high-dose, 
persistent intravenous vitamin C was picked up by 
another physician who reported his results to me.

He, too, found that in his patients (about 15) there was 
no discernible positive clinical response until about the 
20th day/IV, after which they felt completely normal.



Lyme: a Hidden
Pathogen

In advanced, long-standing cases of chronic Lyme disease, 
the overall redox balance in the body has shifted 
dramatically toward increased levels of oxidation. This can 
be present in the blood, extracellular fluids and tissue 
spaces, cell walls, cytoplasm, and intracellular organelles.

The early stages of Lyme infection result in the elaboration of 
pro-inflammatory lipoproteins that further facilitate the 
process of dissemination through host tissues early-on 
(Hodzic, 2015, 26295288)

Lyme disease was first described in a group of children with 
arthritis in Lyme, Connecticut in 1977 (Steere, 1977, 
836338)



Lyme: a Hidden
Pathogen

The Lyme pathogen (Borrelia burgdorferi) can:
1. Hide intracellularly in macrophages (Montgomery, 1993, 

8423346); in myocytes and wrapped around collagen 
fibers (Pachner, 1995, 7872439); Vitamin C saturation, 
especially with the assistance of liposome-encapsulated 
forms of vitamin C and glutathione, can more directly 
address this aspect of Lyme pathophysiology.

2. Form cyst-like forms (Hulinska, 1994, 8167429; Brorson, 
1998, 9646104)

3. Unlike more “traditional” pathogens, the Lyme pathogen, 
can colonize and persist in multiple tissue sites, including 
the extracellular matrix, hiding from direct antimicrobial 
assault by forming a tenacious biofilm (Cabello, 2007, 
17600717; Sapi, 2012, 23110225)



Lyme Does Not
Require Iron

The Lyme pathogen, along with lactobacilli, does not 
require iron to sustain itself, although all other
examined groups of bacteria, protozoa, and fungi 
require a continuous supply of host iron. Instead of 
iron, the Lyme pathogen thrives on manganese (Posey, 
2000, 10834845)Weinberg, 2009, 18675317; Aguirre, 
2013, 23376276)

Vitamin C upregulates the oxidative stress in non-Lyme 
target pathogens via intracellular iron and the Fenton 
reaction, contributing an electron to Fe3+ to form 
Fe2+, which passes that electron along to ambient 
peroxide, forming the highly reactive hydroxyl radical.



Lyme Does Not
Require Iron

Even though manganese can exist in 2+ and 3+ forms, the 3+ form 
is unstable, and quickly reverts to 2+. This might mean that there 
is little to no intracellular Mn3+ for ascorbate to contribute an 
electron to upregulate the Fenton reaction, as when much Fe3+ is 
available.

In fact, manganese appears to confer antioxidant properties 
compared to iron in an iron-induced animal model of Parkinson’s 
disease, and it did NOT catalyze the Fenton reaction (Sziraki, 
1998, 9681949). Manganese has been investigated as an 
antioxidant element (Hussain, 1999, 10081917)

Perhaps the resistance of the Lyme pathogen relates directly to an 
inability to upregulate intracellular oxidative stress and cause 
apoptosis or pathogen rupture via the Fenton reaction due to the 
presence of manganese in place of iron, thereby requiring a 
longer stimulation/support of vitamin C on the immune system 
to be eradicated.



Lyme Does Not
Require Iron

Furthermore, three of the main Lyme treatment 
antibiotics (doxycycline, tetracycline, erythromycin) 
exert at least some of their anti-pathogen effects by 
chelating or depleting iron stores that all pathogens 
(other than Lyme) require for proliferation. The fact 
that the Lyme pathogen does not require iron could be 
another reason why a significant percentage of Lyme 
patients become chronic and remain refractory to 
standard therapies (Grenier, 2000, 10681353)



Lyme: a Hidden
Pathogen

This Lyme biofilm would appear to be susceptible to the 
ozonides produced by blood ozonation and to the effects of 
vitamin C when allowed to reach the point of bodywide
saturation. As the biofilm is broken down, which probably 
requires extended exposure to ozonides and vitamin C, the 
pathogen can then be reached and eradicated. The 
intracellular and biofilm aspects of the Lyme pathogen, 
along with its dependence on intracellular manganese rather 
than iron, dictates that an effective treatment like 
Ascorbazone needs to be applied an extended period of 
time to optimally impact the largest percentage of patients, 
although not as long as VC or ozone alone.



Chronic Lyme 
Generally, early treatment for Lyme is successful. 

Furthermore, persistent infection is actually the rule, 
not the exception, when treatment is not received.

The syndrome of Chronic Lyme, or post-Lyme disease 
syndrome (PLDS) is reserved for individuals 
experiencing disabling and variable symptoms after 
completion of recommended course(s) of antibiotic 
therapy. This is sometimes due to incomplete 
eradication of the pathogen, secondary to the multiple 
reasons mentioned as to why Lyme is caused by a 
largely hidden pathogen.



Chronic Lyme
Some cases of PLDS may be analogous to the post-polio 

syndrome. Patients can also remain with significant 
symptomalogy long after the pathogen is gone (Lantos, 
2015, 25999227). 

All severe chronic infections inflict large amounts of 
oxidative damage throughout the body, due primarily to 
chronic severe insufficiencies of vitamin C and other 
antioxidants.

With and without the Lyme pathogen continuing to be 
present, Ascorbazone also addresses definitively any 
persistent (chronic subclinical scurvy) vitamin C and 
antioxidant deficiencies, and permits extensive tissue 
healing that might never take place until an intensive 
antioxidant regiment is undertaken.



Chronic Lyme
Testing

Laboratory testing for Lyme is often of little use, and the 
clinician can be left with a very ill patient, who may or 
may not have Lyme. A variety of focal infections can 
result in atypical, but advanced clinical syndromes.

This represents a great advantage of Ascorbazone
therapy, as an infection (or non-infectious) illness will 
still be expected to respond positively (and often 
definitively) to this type of therapy, as focal infection 
is very common in older patients, and all such patients 
are already very low in their bodily content of 
ascorbate and other important antioxidants.



Chronic Lyme
Testing

When the history of contracting the infection is straightforward, and 
antibody testing is positive, the diagnosis is simple.

Serologic testing can show positive IgG and IgM antibodies. However, 
even when the pathogen has been eradicated, antibodies can persist for 
years. 

When arthritis is present, synovial fluid can often be PCR (polymerase 
chain reaction) positive for Lyme pathogen DNA, and this will usually 
become negative after successful treatment and pathogen eradication. 
PCR is very sensitive, but the specimen has to have a sufficient 
pathogen titer for the DNA testing to be positive. The “hidden” nature 
of Lyme can make it difficult to get specimens with sufficient pathogen 
content for proper testing (Arvikar, 2015, 25999223)

Also, testing quality varies widely from one lab to another. Therefore, the 
importance of clinical assessment cannot be overemphasized.



Ascorbazone and Lyme,
A Case Report

This patient reported on her experience at the Riordan Clinic 
with her advanced chronic Lyme. For this impressive 
account, see:

http://www.flipsnack.com/RiordanClinic1975/hh-june2016-6-
2.html?text=1

A few highlights from this individual’s odyssey:

MB had been diagnosed with Chronic Neurological Lyme 
Disease and had already been to more than 10 doctors in 
five states over a four-year period. She acknowledged that 
some of her treatments had worked well for a while, but 
that relapse always occurred.



Ascorbazone and Lyme,
A Case Report

MB had experienced, in her words, “a seizure, chronic 
and unbearable pain, electrical shocks sensations to my 
brain, severe anxiety and panic attacks, significant 
memory issues, extreme cognitive and executive 
function problems, nerve damage, terrible insomnia 
and mind numbing fatigue (even sitting was too 
exhausting some days).” She described most of her 
days as “a monumental struggle to endure.”



Ascorbazone and Lyme,
A Case Report

MB had such an advanced case of Lyme that her greatest 
fear was an effective treatment! She asserted that she 
“was terrified to try even the simplest of natural 
treatments” because she “would always have a horrible 
Herxheimer Reaction” which would leave her 
“struggling to get” her “balance for months” and 
possibly even “reach a new ‘low’” that her “body 
could not rebound from.”

Her illness had effectively paralyzed her from being bold 
enough to try new therapies, however promising.



Ascorbazone and Lyme,
A Case Report

Using the Ascorbazone therapy, MB experienced no 
Herxheimer-like or pronounced detox reaction at any 
time. 

In only six days, MB went from “sitting in a chair for 
four straight months” to “literally moving ALL day (7 
am to 9 pm) without sitting,” which she considered 
miraculous.

Furthermore, as of the writing of the article, MB makes 
the following observation:

“I keep pinching myself…it has been two months since 
we left Riordan and I STILL feel amazing!”



Unique Ascorbazone
Benefits

It is not enough to just eliminate a patient’s infection or 
pathology. It must be done without making the patient 
even sicker in the process. At the very least, making the 
patient sicker in the process often results in two very 
undesirable outcomes:

1. The patient is unlikely to complete the protocol, and will be 
unlikely to follow all long-term suggestions upon 
discharge.

2. The pro-oxidant tidal wave of toxins released from 
pathogens and toxic cells can permanently damage the 
frail patient, and leave the patient worse off even with the 
pathogen destroyed (as can be the case with PLDS)



Unique Ascorbazone
Benefits

With IVC alone or ozone alone, many advanced Lyme 
patients can have a profound detoxification crisis.

Glutathione, both intravenously and taken orally in liposome-
encapsulated form, promptly helps to increase the cells’ 
capacity to chelate, otherwise bind, detoxify, and excrete 
toxins and toxic metabolic byproducts promptly. Increased 
levels of these pro-oxidant byproducts in the extracellular 
fluid and blood is ALWAYS why someone feels worse 
rather than better after an effective therapy. Liposome-
encapsulated vitamin C also helps.

The Mop-Up phase of the IVC therapy is also enormously 
effective in neutralizing circulating toxins before they re-
engage new tissues prior to excretion.



Vitamin C, Ozone,
and Chronic Diseases

Most chronic degenerative diseases have an infectious/toxic 
component, and treatment will always remain inadequate 
and incomplete until this is addressed.

Many of the following are sources of chronic/focal infection 
and chronic disease, although they mostly exist in a 
symptomatically silent capacity:

1. Chronically infected tooth roots, gums, tooth extraction 
sites, implants, tonsils and lymphoid tissues, and sinuses

2. Non-oral cavity sites, including bronchi, gut, gallbladder, 
liver, fallopian tubes/uterus, prostate gland, skin, heart, 
kidney, joints, veins, and bone.



Vitamin C, Ozone,
and Chronic Diseases

Based on all of the information presented, a strong case 
can be made for anyone with a chronic degenerative 
disease (and, of course, any chronic infectious 
condition) to undergo an intensive regimen of 
Ascorbazone therapy before a conclusion is reached 
that optimal clinical benefit has been reached. 
Economic considerations might prohibit it, as might a 
very positive clinical response to a lesser or more 
incomplete protocol.



Vitamin C and
Vaccination

The intent of vaccinations is to provide immunity 
(antibodies). Vaccinations are also always toxic. It’s 
just a matter of how susceptible the individual being 
vaccinated is immunologically.

While I am NOT recommending vaccinations, many 
parents are put in a position of legal struggles and even 
losing custody of their children. Vitamin C can 
virtually eliminate any possibility of vaccine-induced 
damage, since all such damage is inflicted through pro-
oxidant mechanisms (like any other toxin). Vitamin C 
has also been documented to augments the antibody 
response to any antigen presented to the body.



Vitamin C and
Vaccination

The more vitamin C given several days before, the day 
of, and several days after a vaccination, the better. It’s 
no different from eating more nutritious food during 
the same period of time, just more effective. For more 
detail, see:

https://www.peakenergy.com/articles/omns20120214/Vit
amin-C-Prevents-Vaccination-Side-Effects-Increases-
Effectiveness



Vitamin C and
Sepsis

Since it is well-documented that vitamin C is a highly 
effective therapy for all acute bacterial and viral 
infections, and since it is clear that such fulminant
infections rapidly put the body into an acute state of 
scurvy that further impairs effective immune system 
function, it should be clear that ALL intensive care 
unit patients being treated with antibiotics for infection 
or anticipated infections should receive the benefit of 
highly-dosed vitamin C intravenously. (Zabet, 2016 
[27162802])

There is no downside to giving vitamin C to such 
patients.



What About
Ebola?

In conjunction with ozone therapy, vitamin C has 
actually been documented to cure Ebola virus. This 
was achieved with four different patients. While 
vitamin C and glutathione supplements were given, it 
was the ozone that was the featured part of the 
protocol. The vitamin C was not administered in the 
high doses reported to resolve other viral infections. 
(Rowen et al. (2016) “Rapid resolution of hemorrhagic 
fever (Ebola) in Sierra Leone with ozone therapy,” 
African Journal of Infectious Disease, 10:49-54.)



What About
Ebola?

There is no reasonable rationale of any kind to assert that 
vitamin C should not be given to Ebola patients. It 
could be easily documented that each and every such 
patient no longer has measurable vitamin C in the 
plasma or urine, and that every Ebola patient is 
suffering from acute scurvy in addition to the massive 
viral presence in the body! From this point of view, 
vitamin C should at least be administered in amounts 
adequate to normalize blood and urine levels. No 
infected body should be expected to fight a life-
threatening infection along with an acute, infection-
induced state of scurvy.



What About
Zika?

Zika fever is another virus that has been manipulated 
into a major health scare for the public, especially with 
the reports of microcephaly in the babies born of 
women who contracted the virus while pregnant.

Like all the other acute viral syndromes for which data 
exists, high-dose vitamin C readily resolves the 
infection 

(Gonzalez et al., 2016, “High Dose Intravenous Vitamin 
C Treatment for Zika Fever,” Journal of 
Orthomolecular Medicine, Volume 31)



What About
Chikungunya?

Vitamin C infusions, hydrogen peroxide infusions, and ozone 
administrations have all resolved Chikungunya virus, a viral 
syndrome that can physically debilitate its victims for years with 
severe chronic arthritis. VC + hydrogen peroxide was especially 
effective in rapidly relieving even long-standing pain secondary 
to this viral infection (Marcial-Vega, 2015 [26035980])

(Gonzalez et al., 2014, “High Dose Intravenous Vitamin C and 
Chikungunya Fever: A Case Report,” Journal of Orthomolecular 
Medicine, Volume 29)

There has never been reported an acute viral syndrome that 
has not been resolved with high-dose, persistent 
administrations of vitamin C. When used in conjunction with 
ozone, even chronic infections can often be resolved 
(Ascorbazone therapy)



Vitamin C and
Any Acute Viral Syndrome

There is no good reason to think that the next big “virus 
scare” won’t be just as easily addressed by vitamin C, 
ozone, and other pro-oxidant therapies. Of course, all 
you will hear is whether a vaccine can be rapidly 
prepared.

Another critical point regarding vitamin C and any virus 
is that adequate circulating levels of vitamin C are 
essential to restoring and maintaining normal immune 
function. Ultimately, the resolution of all infections 
occurs due to an adequately functioning immune 
system with an intact and sufficient antioxidant 
presence, spearheaded by vitamin C, in the body. 



Vitamin C and
Any Acute Viral Syndrome

Good nutrition is absolutely essential as well, since 
vitamin C (and other effective antiviral agents) could 
actually acutely do harm to a body severely depleted of 
nutrients and needing to cope with a large, acute kill-
off of pathogens, with the release of highly pro-oxidant 
metabolic debris, along with large amounts of 
unbound, reactive iron that the virus was accumulating 
in order to thrive. 

Any effective therapy should use lower doses at first, and 
then build up, in order to see how an individual deals 
with this viral kill-off.



Vitamin C and
Any Acute Viral Syndrome

A suggested, basic core protocol, to which much could still be 
added (specific doses will vary):

1. Multi-C Protocol
2. Vitamins K and D3
3. B vitamins
4. Vigorous and persistent hydration, orally and intravenously
5. Quality liquid and solid nutrition as tolerated
6. Documentation of normalization of vitamin C plasma 

levels during the course of treatment; subnormal levels 
mean more C should be given more frequently

7. Ozone blood treatments if available



Vitamin C and
Any Acute Viral Syndrome

Also very important: the SAME protocol should apply to 
the healthcare worker administering to the patient, 
regardless of the physical measures being taken to 
prevent or minimize virus exposure.

To reiterate, the healthcare worker should be treated like 
a patient for the entire duration of their care delivery 
to patients. With acute hemorrhagic viral fevers, one 
should never wait for the initial signs of infection in 
the healthcare workers who are always in close 
proximity to the patients.



Vitamin C and
Sepsis

Recent Study on Patients with Severe Sepsis and 
Septic Shock

(Short treatment period and low-dose)

200mg/kg/day divided over 4 doses. Administered every 6 hours 
for 96 hours (only 14 grams daily)

The hospital mortality was 8.5% (4 of 47) in the treatment group 
compared to 40.4% (19 of 47) in the control group

Sepsis is the most common cause of death in patients who are 
hospitalized!

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.chest.2016.11.036



Vitamin C and
Sepsis

In fact, based on the existing data addressing the impact of 
vitamin C on any acute viral or bacterial infection, along 
with the acutely induced state of scurvy (document this 
with daily plasma vitamin C levels in the intensive care 
unit), along with the ability of vitamin C to induce antibody 
responses and synergistically augment the effectiveness of 
any antibiotic therapy, not treating such an ICU patient 
with vitamin C is frank medical negligence, and clear 
malpractice on the part of the attending physician. Vitamin 
is inexpensive, non-toxic, and well-documented as highly 
beneficial in the medical literature.

Go to www.youtube.com Type in: “vitamin C and sepsis”



Recap 
1. Many chronic degenerative diseases, likely most, have 

significant underlying infectious components.
2. All chronic infections and diseases are accompanied by 

subclinical scurvy unless vigorous supplementation is 
being taken.

3. Both vitamin C and ozone are excellent stand-alone 
therapies for all infections and nearly all chronic 
degenerative diseases.

4. Ascorbazone is a therapy that achieves positive synergistic 
effects beyond just the added benefits of vitamin C and 
ozone.

5. When any treatment protocol is not achieving its 
therapeutic/clinical goal, consider using Ascorbazone.



Recap
6. Vigorous vitamin C therapy has never been proven to fail 

in curing any acute viral syndrome, although this is no 
more widely known than any of the other 50,000 or more 
articles on vitamin C in peer-reviewed medical literature 
over the last 70 years.

7. Patient families can now demand IV vitamin C for their 
family members in the ICU with any infection. The 
genie is now out of the bottle since the reports of 
vitamin C successfully, and routinely, resolving ICU 
sepsis has been on mainstream TV in the USA. Direct 
threats of malpractice actions against the doctor and 
hospital can now proceed, with success, if such a 
therapy is denied.



For Contact and
Further Information

www.peakenergy.com (www.tomlevymd.com) 
Videos, newsletters, books, and general information

For questions or comments:
televymd@yahoo.com

I cannot offer personal consultations, but I will take any 
questions regarding my vitamin C-centered protocols 
that an inquiring caregiver might wish to ask me by 
email.


